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PREFACE 

(U.) This Note briefly describes some excursions from the ALPHA 
' ' 

II Tactical Air Allocation Exercise which examine the impact of our 

NATO allies in the Central Region failing to provide aircraft shelters 

suitable for protection against conventional air munitions. The meth

odology used in the air battle simulations is described in WN-7466-PR, 

Air Operations and Overall Carrrpaign Simulation in the Tactical Air 

Allocation Study (U), September 1971. NATO ALPHA II is the examination 

of the impact of varying available NATO tactical air .. sortie allocations 

among close air support, interdiction and counter air missions, in the 

context of a major Warsaw Pact ground and air offensive in the Central 

Region. 
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(t;;.} In the two tactical air allocation exercises we have com

pleted thus far, the results -- in terms of tactical air impact on 

the land battle and remaining aircraft inventories for both sides -

were driven in large measure by a very few major factors: 

o The assumption that the Soviet Union would employ a substantial 

number of Badger medium bombers in the airbase attack role, and that 

these aircraft would be in political sanctuary or be based out of 

range of NATO tactical aircraft. 

o The assumption that both NATO and the Warsaw Pact had provided 

shelters for all aircraft normally based on the continent in the cen

tral region. 

0 The high anti-armor effectiveness of the Maverick and anti

shelter effectiveness of the Reb-Lek, together with 

o The relatively low effectiveness of Warsaw Pact ground attack 

aircraft, primarily Fitter and Fresco (ineffective ordnance and small 

payload). 
' . 

~B) The availability of the Badgers to the Soviet Union poses a 

particularly vexing problem for NATO -- as the potential use of the 

F-111 on the NATO side poses a problem for the Soviets. If Badgers 

are used, even if they could be attacked (by the NATO F-111 force, 

for example), the dangers of escalation might deter their use by NATO. 

Conversely, the Pact would also be faced with the threat of e~calation\ 

should F-111 bases in the UK be subjected to attack. 

{l-0, The assumption relative to sheltering is also most important. 

If, in fact, all main operating bases have sufficient shelters for all 

possessed aircraft, then Reb-Leks or their equivalent are needed by 

both sides to make airbase attack pay off in terms of aircraft lost 

in the attacks versus those destroyed on the ground. 

(R) The net effect of these factors on the results of the sim-
' ulations we have completed is that it doesn't much matter if NATO 

allocates a large fraction of available attack sorties to close air 

support with a resultant smaller fraction to airbase attack -- so long 

as the latter are F-lll's operating from sanctuary and suffering low 

jettison and attrition rates. This is so because Fitters and Frescos 

do not have a great impact on the land battle due to poor munitions 
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and small payloads, because interceptors have a low capability of 

intercepting low-altitude penetrators and because NATO cannot attack 

the Badgers -- which are the only aircraft inflicting severe damage 

to NATO air forces. 

(~) But what if the only aircraft sheltered in NATO are those , ' 

sheltered today? Only 360 aircraft shelters have been built in the 

NATO central region, all by the U.S. Although our NATO allies have 

talked about building shelters for years, thus far they have been 

reluctant for both political and monetary reasons to actually begin 

construction on any large scale. If non-U.S. NATO aircraft are not 

sheltered in a scenario such as NATO ALPHA, the Pact is unlikely to 

use any Badgers to attack unsheltered aircraft for the simple reason 

that they will not be needed. The Fitters (and Mig-21J aircraft if 

used in the attack role) will then be an important asset to the Pact 

and a major threat to NATO airbases. We suspect that if in fact the 

Fitter force is used against unsheltered aircraft, our current working 

hypothesis (that heavy allocation to airbase attack early in the con

flict may not be required) may not be correct. 

-~~\ Based on these considerations, we have conducted excursions 

with the ALPHA scenario with some important parameter changes, as 

summarized below. 

(C) Badgers -- We exclude the Badgers. If the Pact is the 
J ',~ 

initiator in a limited conventional incursion into NATO territory, 

or even if the goal is to take a substantial portion of the FRG (for 

example, to reach the'.Rhine as in the ALPHA scenario), the SU would 

likely use as little force as they consider necessary in order to 

reduce the probabilities of escalation by NATO. The Badger force 

would probably not be used under these conditions, at least in the 

initial phases of the conflict. 

~(})_ Shelters -- Only U.S. aircraft on the continent are provided 

shelters on the NATO side. Given the very minimal Fitter attack cap

ability against sheltered aircraft, the U.S. aircraft will be virtually 

immune from destruction on the ground. As the conflict goes on, a 

problem will arise for the USAF if USAFE is augmented on the schedule 

we use. As few, if any, USAF aircraft will be killed on the ground, 
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the augmenting aircraft will have to be based on other unsheltered 

NATO fields or added to the airfields where U.S. aircraft are presently 
* based, but left unsheltered. 

-\~ 

~'- \ 
Fitters -- The two internally mounted NR-30 guns alone make 

the Fitter a threat against unsheltered aircraft. With four tanks, 

the Fitter can reach any base on the continent on a low-low-high pro

file -- and many with a low-low-low flight profile. Because TALLY 

currently has no capability to calculate aircraft kills-per-sortie in 

the airbase attack mission, except as a percentage of the base inven

tory at the time of the attack, we have used;two\ Pk values which re

flect Fitter capability as compared to that of the F-4. One is about 

75% of the F-4 Pk, the other 10%. The first Pk is an estimate of 

Fitter single-pass kill probability if equipped with two cannisters 

of CBU-2 type munitions plus two strafing passes. The second (10% of 

F-4 capability as assumed for the TALLY model in both the ALPHA and 

BETA exercises) is an excursion to insure that we have not over-esti

mated Fitter capability. As used in the TALLY model, these factors 

result in each successful Fitter sortie killing either .07 or .01 of 

the aircraft on base at the time of the attack. In these excursions, 

we assume that the Fitter suffers the same enroute and terminal attri

tion as the F-4, even though fewer interceptors are available on the 

NATO side and non-U.S. NATO airfields are not nearly so well defended 

as Pact airfields, to the best of our knowledge. 

~ Sortie Disruption Factor -- In the previous exercises we , 

have done with TALLY, we have applied a disruption factor to sortie 

generation capability for those bases subjected to ABA. This resulted 

in a 10% reduction in the sorties flown by aircraft from a particular 

base on the cycle following that in which the base was attacked. For 

these excursions, we have raised this disruption factor to .3 (30%) to 

reflect the greater damage which might accrue against unsheltered 

bases. In order to insure we have not unduly penalized NATO, we also 

used the .3 factor for Pact bases -- sheltered or not. 

* , <){ This will be a real problem for the USAF for the foresee-
able future, if augmentation for NATO is made at the rates scheduled 
in current operations plans. 
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(~ Weather -- In these excursions, we assumed the weather was 
' good enough to allow visual ABA by Fitters. Should the Pact initiate 

an attack such as described in the ALPHA scenario and depend on Fitters 

for ABA, it is likely that they would time the initiation when the 

weather was good enough to use Fitters in that role. Of course, the 

best of all (weather) worlds for the Pact would be a situation wherein 

NATO bases were in a good weather zone and Pact bases were socked in. 

As most frontal weather in Central Europe movesifrom west to east, 

there are many occasions when this situation might prevail; therefore, 

this assumption (that the weather is good everywhere) doesn't seem too 

pessimistic for the NATO side. 

~ Jettison and Attrition Rates -- Using the equations developed 
'. ' 

for TALLY to estimate jettison and air-to-air attrition, the payoff for 

destroying Pact interceptors (and to a lesser degree NATO interceptors) 

is low -- so low that even if the number of interceptors were reduced 

by 50%, the difference in aircraft remaining or CAS "arrivals" is 

trivial, as compared to the number of aircraft destroyed on the ground. 

These factors (air-to-air detections, conversions, jettisons and kills) 

are among the most uncertain that we use. In a further effort to in

sure that we have not overestimated penetrator capabilities in airbase 

attack, we have used a beginning jettison rate of: .2, and a beginning 

attrition rate of .1. The surface-to-air attrition portion of the 

total attrition rate was kept fixed at rates of .0275 for NATO pen-
* etrators and .08 for Pact Fitters. The air-to-air portion of the 

attrition rate as well as the jettison rate were then adjusted through

out the simulations proportional to the remaining interceptor sortie 

capability remaining on both sides. With these high jettison rates, 

attack of interceptor bases produces measurable effects on the number 

of effective sorties over time as either sides interceptor force is 

reduced. 

* (',!J It is unlikely that NATO enroute and terminal defenses could 
extract such high attrition against Fitters; this rate was used to in
sure that Pact capabilities were not exa~9erate~-~ 
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~ Results -- The excursions using "high" per-sortie airbase 

attack effectiveness for the Fitter (about 75% of F-4 capability) were 

simulated for only the first few days of a conflict which begins with 

a surprise attack against unsheltered NATO airfields by the Fitter 

force. Using TALLY inputs as adjusted above, with a 75% allocation of 

general purpose aircraft to ABA on the NATO side, about 1000 of the 

original NATO inventory of 1444 aircraft are destroyed after the first 

three days, while the Pact still has 1 1235 aircraft remaining of a 
l_ - - - -

total commitment of 1702. Given the inputs we used, it is clear that 

if non-U.S. NATO aircraft are unsheltered, the Pact has the capability, 

with Fitters alone, to reduce the NATO force by a very large fraction 

early in the conflict, with the prospect that the only viable force 

remaining will be the sheltered USAF aircraft on the continent and 

those reserved in the UK. 

~,- We conducted two excursions through 15 days of the air 

battle, but with the "low" Fitter Pk against unsheltered aircraft 

(about 10% of that ascribed to the F-4). Although this low estimate 

of Fitter capability might be considered optimistic for the NATO side, 

we wanted to ascertain if NATO could "live" without shelters under 

these assumptions. The results, in terms of remaining aircraft for 

both sides, are depicted in Figure 1. As can be seen from the curves, 

the major effect of a high allocation by NATO to the ABA role is a 

drastic early reduction in the Pact inventory. But the end inventory 

for the Pact in both cases is about the same, largely because of the 

ieffective~ess of -th-e F-111 force, which is in sanctuary in the UK, and 

because the U.S. F-4's are sheltered at the beginning of the conflict 
,- * 

when the Fitters are at full i'~_t_:engt~. Because so few F-4' s are lost 

due to air-to-air or surface-to-air defenses (as compared with the 

number of unsheltered aircraft killed on the ground) it is necessary 

to deploy augmenting F-4's to unsheltered bases beginning with day 7. 

But, by this time, the Fitter force is attrited to the extent that 

* (~) In both these excursions, continental F-4's are 
by 336'aircraft at the rate of 48/day, beginning on day 4. 
these augmenting aircraft are assumed from UK bases; the 6 
come from CONUS. 
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even if these aircraft are unsheltered, losses are substantial but 

perhaps acceptable • 

.. ~ The draw-down curves in Figure 1 do not fully reflect the 

magnitude of the losses to non-U.S. NATO aircraft. Even in the case 

where 75% of general purpose aircraft capability is allocated to attack 

of Pact airfields, with Fitter bases having priority, a large fraction 

of the end inventory on the NATO side -- 408 of the remaining 686 air

craft -- are U.S. aircraft. Of these 408 aircraft, 68 are F-lll's in 
* sanctuary in the UK, 287 are U.S. F-4's on sheltered bases, and the 

balance are U.S. F-4's which have survived attrition though deployed 

on unsheltered airfields (because sheltered airfields were filled to 

capacity). 

~ These simulations serve to illustrate the great importance 

to NATO of sheltering all tactical aircraft. If sheltered, aircraft 

would be virtually invulnerable to attack by tactical fighter aircraft 

of the Fitter type, and would provide adequate survivability probabil

ities even if Soviet Badgers are used unless Badgers are equipped with 

advanced munitions specifically designed for attacking aircraft shelters. 
- -- --

Foregoing procurement of', no more- than two squadrons (about thirty air

craft) of new aircraft such as the Jaguar would probably provide enough 

funds to buy shelters for all NATO tactical aircraft in the Central 

Region; the loss of this number of UE aircraft would be more than off

set by the increased survivability of the entire NATO tactical air force. 

*sY< Bitburg, Spangdahlem, Hahn, Ramstein, Zweibrucken, Soesterburg. 


